This paper studies truth-maintenance and belief revision tasks on singly-connected structures for the purpose of understanding how structural features could be exploited in such tasks. We present distributed algorithms and show that, in the JTMS framework, both belief revision and consistency maintenance are linear in the size of the knowledgebase on singly connected structures. However, the ATMS task is exponential in the branching degree of the network. The singly-connected model, while restrictive, is useful for three reasons. First, ecient algorithms on singly-connected models can be utilized in more general structures by employing well-known clustering techniques. Second, these algorithms can serve as approximations or as heuristics in algorithms that perform truthmaintenance on general problems. Finally, the analysis provides insights for understanding the sources of the computational diculties associated with JTMS and ATMS.
Introduction
Reasoning about dynamic environments is a central issue in Articial Intelligence. When dealing with a complex environment, only partial description of the world is known explicitly at any given time. A complete picture of the environment can only be speculated by making assumptions, which m ust be consistent with each other and with the available information. When new facts become known, some assumptions must be changed so that the consistency of our view of the world is maintained at all times.
Truth-maintenance systems (TMSs) are computational schemes aimed at handling such situations. In its generic form, a TMS manipulates propositional formulas built from propositional symbols and standard Boolean connectives. A selected subset of the propositional symbols are called premises. That is, statements about the environment that do not require proof either because they are known to be true (observational facts) or because they may b e assumed to be true as long as there is no evidence to the contrary (assumptions). In addition to premises, the system contains a set of boolean constraints, sentences which describe invariant properties of the environment.
The main functionality of a TMS is to determine whether the truth of a given proposition follows logically from a given set of premises and from the set of constraints, and to keep this information current.
Two primary approaches to TMS implementation have been proposed: the JTMS (Justicationbased TMS) [13, 20, 22] and the ATMS (Assumption-based TMS) [5] . Each design implements the main functionality in a dierent w ay. A JTMS starts with the given premise set and attempts to identify all provable propositions, hoping that a proof will be derived for the target proposition. An ATMS, on the other hand, maintains for each proposition a collection of consistent premise subsets (called environments) any of which is sucient for proving the proposition. To prove that the target proposition follows from the given premise set, all that is needed is to verify that this premise set contains at least one of the proposition's environments.
A JTMS must also be able to check whether its current premise set is consistent with the constraints, and, in case it is not, point to a part of the premise set which can be shown to be a source of the inconsistency. This functionality of JTMS is closely related to the framework of agent's belief revision. The basic idea in this more recent w ork is to enforce minimal change in an agent's belief necessary to account for a new contradiction in his knowledge [1] . Thus far, research in belief revision focused on the task of nding a minimal revision or on nding what holds under all minimal revisions. Here we focus on the identication of a minimum number of changes to represent minimal change.
When originally introduced, algorithms for Truth Maintenance were not accompanied by complexity analysis, or performance guarantees [13, 6 , 2 0 ] . Nevertheless, experimental work with these tools, and more recent complexity analysis, have shown that both JTMS and ATMS functionalities are very inecient, with ATMS exhibiting higher complexity than JTMS in both time and space.
A common strategy for reducing computational complexity has been to use ecient algorithms [21] which are complete only for restricted languages (e.g., unit resolution for Horn theories), but may be incomplete in general. This paper examine another type of restriction, one based on the structure of the knowledge-base as reected in the graphical properties of the T M Sconstraint set. We will present algorithms that are tractable for tree-like knowledgebases and whose complexity for general theories can be bounded as a function of the \distance" of the knowledge-base from a tree.
The algorithms are based on recent w ork in Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), which resulted in many ecient algorithms and tractable cases tied specically to the struc-ture of the problem [11, 15, 19, 12] . A constraint network consists of a set of variables, each associated with a nite set of possible values, and a set of constraints, specifying joint assignments to the variables \allowed" by the constraints. A solution is an assignment o f v alues to all the variables such that all of the constraints are satised.
For the purpose of using CSP techniques, we assume that the TMS knowledge-base is represented as a constraint network. In this network, each proposition (e.g., assumptions or facts) is represented by the assignment of a specic value to a particular variable. A proposition is entailed if it is the only consistent assignment o f a v alue to that variable. To model change we i n troduce the notion of assumption variables. The TMS algorithms will be allowed to manipulate those assumptions in response to changes to the network (possibly imposed by observations from the outside world). Since the language of constraints has the same expressive p o wer as propositional logic [20] , all the algorithms presented here are applicable to propositional languages. The connection between truth maintenance systems and constraint satisfaction problems was already pointed out by several authors e.g., [6] and [23] [21] . The main thrust of these eorts has been to show that search reduction techniques developed in one area may be used to the benet of the other. Our work here take this idea one step further.
We present the algorithms in a distributed fashion, that is, assigning a processor to each variable and letting the processors communicate with each other through a uniform protocol. We emphasize the distributed nature of our algorithms for two reasons. First, in order to allow their implementation on a real physical distributed network of processors. Second, a distributed algorithm, if self stabilized, is guaranteed to converge to a solution from any initial conguration (for precise denition see [25] ). The algorithms we present are self-stabilized and, consequently, the updating process of such knowledge, in response to a local change, is already encoded in the protocol.
Following preliminaries in section 2 whereby the tasks of TMSs is dened within the constraint network model, we present (section 3) a distributed algorithm for computing and maintaining the entailment status of each proposition. In section 4 we present a distributed belief revision algorithm for restoring consistency to an inconsistent network in a way that minimize the number of assumption changes. W e demonstrate the applicability of this algorithm for diagnosis (section 5 ). We show that, JTMS's tasks of entailment and belief revision are linear time on tree-like knowledge-bases. Finally, in section 6 we address the ATMS labeling task of compiling and maintaining all the labels. We show that, although in this case the algorithm is not tractable, not even for trees, its complexity is exponentially bounded by the branching degree of the tree. Therefore, chain-like networks can be processed relatively eciently for this task as well.
Denitions and preliminaries
In this section we dene the notions of constraint networks and relations, relate them to propositional theories, and dene in their context the TMS tasks discussed in the introduction.
Denition 1 (relations, networks, schemes) Given a set of variables X = fX 1 ; :::; X n g, associated, respectively, with domains of discrete values D 1 ; :::; D n , a relation (or, alternatively, a constraint) = (X 1 ; :::; X n ) is any subset D 1 2 D 2 2 ::: 2 D n : The projection of onto a subset of variables Q, denoted 5 Q () or Q , is the set of all tuples dened on the variables in Q that can be extended into tuples in . A constraint network R over X is a set 1 ; . . . ; t of such relations. Each relation i is dened on a subset of variables S i X . The set of subsets S = fS 1 ; ::; S t g is called the scheme of R. The network R represents a unique relation rel(R) dened over X, which stands for all consistent assignments (or all solutions), namely, rel(R) = fx = ( x 1 ; :::; x n )j 8 S i 2 S; 5 S i (x) 2 i g: A p artial assignment T = t is a value assignment to a subset of variables T X. A value x in the domain of X is said to be c onsistent if it is part of at least one solution of R. A tuple t is consistent if it participate in at least one solution.
The scheme of a constraint network can be associated with a constraint graph where each subset in the scheme is represented by a node in the graph and two nodes are connected if the corresponding relations have at least one common variable. The arcs are labeled by the common variables. A networks whose constraint graph is a tree is said to be acyclic and its corresponding constraint graph is called a join tree. When all the constraints involve exactly two v ariables, the network is called binary. In such a case, another graphical representation of the network, called the primal constraint graph is useful. In this graph each v ariable is represented by a node and two nodes are connected by an arc if the variables they represent are joined by a constraint.
Any propositional theory can be viewed as a special kind of constraint network, where the domain of each v ariable is f0; 1g (corresponding to ffalse; trueg) and where each clause (a disjunction of propositional symbols or their negations) species a constraint (in other words, a relation) on its propositional symbols. The set of all models of the theory corresponds exactly to the set of all solutions of its corresponding constraint network.
A proposition X = x is entailed by the network if x is the only consistent v alue of X , namely if it participates in all solutions. Similarly, a tuple t is entailed if it participate in all solutions. We distinguish a subset of variables A X called assumption variables. Example 1 Consider the theory 8 = f:A_:B;:B _:C;C_Dg. This theory can be viewed a s a c onstraint network over the variables fA; B; C; Dg, where the corresponding relations are the truth tables of each clause, that is, (AB) = f00; 01; 10g, (BC) = f00; 01; 10g, and (CD) = f01; 10; 11g. The scheme of the theory 8 is fAB; BC; CDg. The set of all solutions to this network (and hence the set of models of 8) We next dene formally the TMS tasks that we consider in this paper:
Denition 2 (TMS functionalities dened for constraint networks) Given a network of constraints R, over a set of variables X = X 1 ; :::; X n , with a subset A, A X of assumption variables, and a set of constraints 1 ; :::; m over X we dene:
JTMS main functionality:, Given an instantiation of a subset of the assumption variables, determine for each X = x if it is entailed. JTMS belief revision: Given a set of assumptions for which the network is inconsistent, determine a minimal-size set of assumption change that restore c onsistency.
ATMS main functionality: F or each value x of each variable X, determine the set of all consistent minimal (in the sense of set inclusion) instantiations of assumption variables that entail X = x. The algorithms we discuss in this paper assume, initially, that the theories are acyclic. These algorithms are extensible to arbitrary theories via a procedure known as tree-clustering [12] , which compiles any theory into a tree of relations. Consequently, given a general theory, the algorithms presented in the sequel work in two steps: A join-tree is computed by treeclustering, and then a specialized tree-algorithm for the particular TMS function is applied. The complexity of tree-clustering is bounded exponentially by the size of the maximal arity of the generated relations, and hence our algorithms are ecient for theories that can be compiled into tree networks of low-arity relations only. Examples of such theories are discussed in section 5. An alternative approach for extending the algorithm to cyclic theories is via a method known as cycle-cutset [9] , which is exponential in the cycle-cutset size of the theory. The size of the minimal cycle-cutset is normally higher than the cluster's sizes of a treeembedding of the same theory. The virtue of the cycle-cutset however is that, unlike treeclustering, it does not require exponential space.
Identifying all entailed propositions
A proposition of the type X = x is entailed in a network of constraint R if the network has at least one solution and if x is the only value of X in all solutions. The approach w e propose for identifying all entailed propositions involves computing for each v alue in the domain of each v ariable the number of solutions it participates in. We will refer to this numb e r a s t h e numerical-support (n-support in short) of the value. Once this information is available for every value of a variable, entailment is easy to determine locally: a p r oposition X = x is entailed i f x has a positive n-support while all other values of X have zero n-supports.
The notion of numerical support may be extended to encompass not just the instantiation of a single variable but that of a tuple of variables. This is captured in the following denition.
Denition 3 Given a network of constraints over variables X 1 ; :::; X n , with constraints C 1 ; :::C r , the n-support of a value x of X , denoted s X (x), is the number of solutions in which X is assigned the value x. The n-support of a tuple C i = c i , denoted s C i (c i ), is the number of solutions in which C i = c i . L et R be a join tree, and let (U; V ) be a n a r c in the tree (see In the following we present a distributed algorithm that compiles all n-supports for an acyclic network. The algorithm is a distributed adaptation of a known tree algorithm that computes the number of solutions [11] . Following [11] , it is easy to show that: Theorem 1 Let T be a join-tree, and let U be one of its relations, the overall n-support for U = u can be expressed as a function of the n-supports of its neighbors, namely:
2. Equation (1) lends itself to a distributed propagation scheme. If constraint U gets from each neighboring node, Q, the n-support vector, s U Q , it can calculate its own support vector using equation (1) , and, at the same time, it can generate an appropriate message for each o f its own neighbors. The message which U sends to Q, s 
The message generated by a leaf-constraint i s a v ector consisting of 1's representing the tuples allowed by that constraint. The computation consists of nodes sending to their neighbors the partial n-support vectors whenever they are readily computed. When all nodes have received all the n-supports, the overall n-supports for each tuple in their constraint can be computed using (1) .
Having the n-supports for each tuple in each relation, the single-valued n-supports can be derived by picking a relation in the tree containing the variable in question, and then summing the corresponding n-supports of all tuples in the relation that has that value. The algorithm for node, U , is summarized in Figure 2 .
If the algorithm is executed in a real distributed environment, its convergence is guaranteed after at most n1d messages when d is the the maximal distance between two leaf nodes. Under some synchronization the number of messages can be reduced to 2n. It can, similarly be shown where r is the maximal number of tuples of any relation in the join-tree.
Proof: The summation operation between any t wo relations U and Q can be accomplished in O(r 1 logr) steps as follows. Relation Q is projected on the variables in the intersection of Q and U . Each projected tuple is associates with a new n-support computed by summing the corresponding n-supports in the message that Q sends to U . This operation takes O(r) steps. Then, the projected relation can be sorted in O(r 1 logr) steps and each tuple can be retrieved in logr steps by relation U 2.
In conclusion, once all n-supports are computed, each tuple of each relation \knows" if it is entailed, consistent, or inconsistent in constant time, while for each singleton this information can be obtained in O(r) steps.
If one is interested in entailment only, at support-vectors, consisting of zeros and ones, can be propagated in exactly the same manner, except that the summation operation in (1) should be replaced by the logic operator OR, and the multiplication can be replaced by AND. This results in a distributed arc-consistency algorithm that minimizes the number of message passing along the links.
Computing n-supports is not easier than determining entailment directly (namely, b y calculating all the solutions of the network). In fact, it is generally very complex, as it is #P-complete [24] . However, for acyclic networks the complexity of computing n-supports is the same as that of computing one solution. We c hoose to compute n-supports since this can be accomplished at no additional cost on trees, while it is more informative and might prove useful in applications. 4 Belief revision When, as a result of a new input, the network enters a contradictory state, (i.e., no solution exists) it often means that the new input is inconsistent with the current set of assumptions, and that some of these assumptions must be modied in order to restore consistency.
It is widely agreed that the subset of assumptions that are modied should be minimal, namely, i t m ust not contain any proper subset of assumptions whose simultaneous modication is sucient for that purpose. A sucient (but not necessary) condition for this set to be minimal is for it to be as small as possible. In this section we show h o w to nd a minimum cardinality set of assumptions that need to change in order to restore consistency.
Assume that a constraint which detects an inconsistency (i.e., all its n-supports are zero) sends this information to the entire tree, creating in the process a directed tree rooted at itself. Given this rooted join-tree, belief revision proceeds as follows.
With each tuple v of each relation V in the join-tree T , w e associate a weight w(v), denoting the minimum number of assumption values that must be changed in the subtree rooted at V in order to make v consistent relative to this subtree. For each tuple q of a relation Q we denote by (q), the number of its assumptions that dier from the current assumptions. W e denote by child(V ) the set of child relation of V in the join-tree.
The weights obey the following recursion( see Figure 3 ):
The computation of the weights is performed distributedly from the leaves of the directed tree to the root. A node waits to get the weights of all its child nodes, computes its own weights according to (3) , and makes them available to its parent. During this bottom-uppropagation a pointer is kept from each tuple of V to the tuples in each of its child-nodes where a minimum is achieved. When the root receives all the weights, it computes its own weights and selects one of its minimizing tuples. It then initiates (with this tuple ) a top-down propagation down the tree, following the pointers marked in the bottom-up-propagation. At termination this process marks the assumption variables that need to be changed and the appropriate changes required. The algorithms is summarized in Figure 4 .
Theorem 3 Given a join-tree T whose relation size is at most r, algorithm belief-revision can nd one minimal revision in O(n 1 r 1 logr). The set of all minimal cardinality revisions can be generated i n O(l + n 1 r 1 logr), where l is the size of the output.
proof: The minimization operation between any t wo relations of size r can be accomplished in O(r 1 logr) steps as follows. A child node C, with its weighted relation, projects its relation on the intersection of its own variables and that of its parent relation P . The weight associated with each projected tuple is the minimum weight among the weights of all the corresponding tuples in C. This operation can be accomplished in linear time O(r). Then Once belief revision had been terminated, all assumptions can be changed accordingly, and the system can get into a new stable state using support propagation. There is no need, however, to activate the whole network for belief revision, because the n-support information clearly points to those subtrees where no assumption change is necessary. W e will illustrate the belief revision algorithms in the next section using a circuit diagnosis example.
A Circuit Diagnosis Example
An electronic circuit can be modeled in terms of a constraint network by associating a variable with each input, output, intermediate value, and device. Devices are modeled as bi-valued assumption variables, h a ving the value "0" if functioning correctly (default) and the value "1" otherwise. There is a constraint associated with each device, relating the device variable with its immediate inputs and outputs. Given input data, the possible values of any i n termediate variable or output variable is its "expected value", namely, the value that would have resulted if all devices worked correctly, or some \unexpected value" denoted by "e". A variable may have more then one expected value. For the purpose of this example we assume that the set of expected values for each v ariable were determined by some pre-processing and all the other values are marked collectively by the symbol "e".
Consider the circuit of Figure 5 (also discussed in [7, 4, 17] ), consisting of three multipliers, The relation dening the constraint associated with the multiplier M 1 is given in Figure 6 as an example, as well as the initial weights associated with the tuples of these leaf constraints ( = w for leaf nodes). The weight of the rst tuple is "0" since the assumption variable, M 1 is assigned the currently assumed value, "0", while in the second tuple the assumed value is changed to "1". Given the inputs and outputs of the circuit, the objective is to identify a minimal set of devices which, if presumed to be malfunctioning, could be consistent with the observed behavior (i.e., G = 12 and F = 1 0 ) . The join-tree of the constraint network modeling this circuit is given in Figure 7 . This network is acyclic, as is evident b y the fact that a join-tree can be obtained by eliminating the redundant arc (marked by a dashed line) between constraint ( M 2 ; B ; D ; Y ) and (A 2 ; Z ; Y ; G ). For more details see [12] .
Initially, when no observation of output data is available, the network propagates its nsupports assuming all device variables have their default assumption-value "0". In this case only one solution exists and therefore the supports for all consistent v alues are "1". The diagnosis process is initiated when the value "10" is observed for variable F which is dierent from the expected value of 12. The value "10" is xed as the only consistent v alue of F . At this point, the constraint ( X;A 1 ; F ; Y ) 1 , which is the only one to contain F has all its 1 For simplicity w e will refere here to a constraint b y the subset of variables on which it is dened n-supports equal \0" and it induces direction on the join-tree, resulting in the directed tree (rooted at itself) of Figure 7 , and belief revision is initiated.
Each tuple will be associated with the minimum number of assumption changes in the subtree underneath it. Instead of indicating the weights associated with each tuple we indicate the weight projected on the variables on the arcs of the tree. In Figure 8 the weights associated with the arcs of the three leaf constraints (i.e., the multipliers constraints), projected on their outgoing arcs is illustrated. These are derived from the weights associated with their incoming constraints (see the weights in Figure 6 ). For instance, the weights associated with X is w(X = 6) = 0 since "6" is the expected value of X when M 1 works correctly (which i s the default assumption), and w(X = e) = 1 since, any other value can be expected only if the multiplier is faulty. Next, the weights propagate to constraint ( Y; G; A 2 ; Z ). This constraint is the only parent n o d e o f ( Z;M 3 ; C ; F ) and its weights are given in Figure 9 (note, that G's observed value is 12).
The corresponding projected Y 's weights are indicated on the outgoing arc of constraint (Y; G; A 2 ; Z ) in Figure 8 . Finally, the weights associated with the root constraint ( A 1 ; X ; Y ; F ) are computed by summing the minimum weights associated with each of its child node. The tuples associated with the root constraint and their weights are presented in Figure 10 .
We see that the minimum weight is associated with tuple (2) This example illustrates the eciency of the belief revision process when the special structure of the problem is exploited. By contrast, handling this problem using ATMS [5] may exhibit exponential behavior. A similar algorithm exploiting the framework of probabilistic networks is given [16] .
ATMS Labeling
In this section we focus on the primary ATMS functionality, namely, nding one or all minimal instantiations of assumption variables in a given network of constraints that entail the proposition X = x . This task is often called label determination in the ATMS terminology. We call each tuple representing such an instantiation a support tuple or t-support. The main result of this section is a lower bound on the complexity of nding one t-support for X = x which is exponential in the branching degree of the tree. We also introduce an algorithm for performing this task which attains this complexity, thereby proving that the bound is tight. When computing all t-supports, the complexity increases by a linear factor of the output. If only a subset of the variables are regarded as assumption variables, the complexity is still exponential in the degree of the tree unless the assumption variables are distributed in a way that reduces the eective degree of the tree. It should be noted that the ATMS task is equivalent to what is often referred to as abduction, and, therefore, the results we present extend to the abduction task as well.
To simplify the exposition we will describe an algorithm for computing minimal t-supports for trees of binary constraints. In this case, the primal constraint graph, where nodes represent variables and arcs indicate the existence of constraints between pairs of variables, is more convenient. The extension of this algorithm to general join-trees is straightforward since a join-tree can be viewed as a regular binary tree where each relation is a compound variable and its tuples are its values. We assume, without loss of generality, that all the variables are assumption variables. 
T = t is a minimal t-support of x i is there is no subtuple of t satisfying (4) . The set of all minimal t-supports for x i relative to a network R is denoted mst R (x i ) or mst(x i ) when the network's identity is clear.
Example 2 Consider the following propositional theory
The theory can be m o deled as binary tree network with four bi-valued variables T; Z; R; L and the compound variable X Y having the domain f00; 01; 10; 11g The explicit constraints are given by their truth tables. The constraint graph and the explicit constraints are depicted i n Figure 11 .
We will illustrate the main idea of the algorithm through an example. Suppose that we want to compute all minimal t-supports for Z = 1 i n '. The algorithm begins by generating a directed tree rooted at Z. Then, for each v ariable and each of its values, it computes all its minimal support tuples restricted to the child nodes of the relation, called minimal child support. For instance, the set of minimal child supports for X Y = 1 1 i s ( L = 1 ; R = 1), while for X Y = 01 the set is empty since no tuple over the child variables R and L entails X Y = 01. The set of all minimal child supports for X = x, in a given directed tree, is denoted by mcs(x).
Given a minimal child support, l, new supports can be generated by replacing a value in l by one of its own minimal child supports. For instance, since (XY = 11) is a minimal support tuple for Z = 1 and since X Y = 11 is minimally supported by ( L = 1 ; R = 1), this past set is a new support for Z = 1. This property seems to suggest that the set of support tuples can be generated recursively by a bottom up process from leaves to root.
There are, however, two problems. First, the minimality property is not maintained by this process. The set (L = 1 ; R = 1), which has been generated by the substitution process, is not a minimal support for Z = 1 since either L = 1 o r R = 1 independently support Z = 1 . The second, and the more signicant problem is that not all support tuples are generated. Consider again the tree in Figure 11a restricted to variables (Z;XY;L). Each of the values (XY= 10) and (XY= 11) is a minimal support to Z = 1 . H o wever, since each one of these values is not individually supported by L = 1 ( L = 1 is consistent with both of them), L = 1 will not be generated by the substitution process (although it is a minimal support for Z = 1 ) because it can substitute neither X Y = 01 nor X Y = 11. The algorithm we present next is base on the idea discussed above: compute the minimal t-supports locally and generate the rest by a recursive substitution process. To o vercome the problems mentioned, the algorithm computes local t-supports to a subsets of values in a variable's domain, rather than to singletons. As was shown in the example, several values of a variable can play identical role in a support tuple (e.g., X Y = 10 and X Y = 11 both supporting Z = 1) and, therefore, if a disjunction of such v alues has a minimal support, it can replace any of the elements of this disjunction in that label. For instance, since L = 1 supports the disjunction X Y = 1 0 or X Y = 11 it can replace either one of them is a t-support. Next, we formalize these notions. 
Denition 6 Given a variable V with its child nodes C 1 ; :::; C l ( Figure 12b ) and a subset of 
A child-support tuple is minimal if no subset of it satises condition (7). 
The algorithm for generating all minimal support tuples is summarized in gure 13. The rst phase is a top down process generating all the minimal child-supports of all the relevant label-dependent subsets. The process continues top down where the label-dependent subsets of a v ariable are computed only after their parents had already computed all their minimal child supports (or mcs's for short). The second phase is bottom up process that starts at the leaves and continues level by level until it reaches the queried relation. Each relation computes, in its turn, for each of its label-dependent subsets, all its minimal t-supports restricted to their tree. This is accomplished by substituting a value c of C in a label l that supports A V by one of the (already computed) minimal support sets of the subset F l (C).
The algorithm assumes that the n-supports are explicitly maintained and thus no inconsistent v alues participate in a support nor in a label-dependent subsets.
The computation of the label dependent subsets can be accomplished by scanning the set mcs(A V ) of a given set A V and determining, for each c hild node the subset of its values satises condition (8) . Computing the minimal-child-supports for A V can be implemented by a standard search algorithm that checks condition (7) for all instantiations of one child variable rst, then goes to two v ariables, using values not selected previously, and continues to larger supports. The supports generated that way are minimal. The supports of leaf values are the empty tuples. The time complexity of the algorithm can be computed along its various steps. The computation of the minimal-child-supports and the label-dependent subsets is performed locally, b e t ween every node and its children. Given a parent n o d e h a ving d child variables and t label-dependent-subsets (already computed with respect to its parent), where k t 2 k , we can test condition (7) variables may need to be tested, and since for every such set all combinations of values may b e i n volved, we get:
This performance can be attained in the worst-case even when the size of the resulting mcs set is very small. Notice that the tree structure does not prevent exponential computation for nding even one mcs.
Once all mcs's for a variable are generated, all label-dependent-subsets of each c hild variable will be generated and this may take O(t 2 ) steps. Once the minimal child supports for all variables are available the time required for generating all minimal support tuples is linear in the output (this is the bottom up process). The total time complexity of the algorithm is dominated, therefore, by the calculation of the minimal child supports. Consequently, Theorem 5 The worst-case time complexity of algorithm has a lower bound (exp(d) + n s ), and an upper bound O(exp(d) + n s ), where n s is the number of minimal support tuples in the output. 2 The results in this section are restricted for binary tree-networks. A simple way for extending them to an arbitrary join-tree is to view each relation in the tree as a meta variable when the constraints between relations say that two partial tuples are consistent if they coincide on shared variables. Once we compute for each tuple in the root relation all its minimal supports, the minimal supports of individual values can be generated by manipulating only the tuples of that relations which is at most exponential in the size of that relation. Consequently we can conclude that: Corollary 6 Finding all minimal support tuples of a partial tuple t appearing in a root relation of a join-tree c an be a c complished i n O(t d + n s ) when t bounds the number of tuples in each relation, d is the branching degree in the tree and n s is the size of the output. 2 7 Conclusions and related work This paper presents truth-maintenance algorithms within the framework of constraint networks. The common feature making these algorithms attractive is that their complexity i s linked to the structure of the network, making their performance more predictable. Our results provide some theoretical explanations for the behavior of truth-maintenance algorithms reported in the literature.
The ideal structure for all three algorithms is an acyclic network. In that case, the two JTMS algorithms (entailment and belief revision) are time and space linear. On the other hand, the ATMS algorithm, which nds all minimal support sets for each proposition, is time and space exponential. The exponent is reduced though from n { the number of variables, to d { the branching degree of the constraint graph.
These results support the common observation that the ATMS task is more complex than the JTMS . It appears that, in practice, users should be advised to implement the JTMS strategy whenever possible and to use ATMS only when necessary.
When the constraint network is not acyclic, the method of tree-clustering [12] should be used as a pre-processing step. This method uses aggregation of constraints into equivalent constraints involving larger clusters of variables in such a w ay that the resulting network is acyclic. The clustering scheme is exponential in the size of the largest cluster, making the complexity of preprocessing also dependent on the structure of the network, with near-tree networks requiring less computation.
An alternative approach to dealing with cyclic theories is to use the cycle-cutset method [9] , which is exponential in the cycle-cutset size of the theory. The size of the minimal cyclecutset is larger than the cluster's sizes of a tree-embedding of the same theory, h o wever, unlike tree-clustering, the cycle-cutset method does not require exponential space.
Because of the need for re-structuring the network, it is clear that the algorithms proposed in this paper are best-suited for situations where the structure of the knowledge-base is either xed or involving only minor topological changes over time. Examples of such cases are physical or biological systems such as electronic circuits and model-based medical diagnosis systems.
Structure-exploiting algorithms for diagnosis that were inspired by algorithms on probabilistic networks appear in [16] and recently in [3, 1 8 ] . The merits of the belief revision algorithms appearing here were recently tested experimentally on various circuit diagnosis examples. The algorithm's performance was shown to be superior relative to Model-based Diagnosis (MBD) algorithms [14] . Another recent paper [2] discusses the task of nding all minimal sets of changes needed to restore consistency (as opposed to the task of all sets of minimum cardinality, discussed in the current paper). It is shown that while a propagation scheme is available in this case as well, it has greater complexity.
Appendix
Theorem 8 : A lgorithm label generation generates all and only minimal support sets. 2.
Proof: It is clear that the algorithm generates only t-supports. We will therefore focus on showing that any generated set is minimal and that any minimal t-support is generated by the algorithm. The proof is by induction on the distance of the variables in the support set from the queried variable.
Let Z = z be the queried variable and let s = ( X 1 = x 1 ; :::; X t = x t ) be a generated t-support. We will show that s is a minimal t-support. Let h be the the furthest distance from Z of variables in s. F or h = 1 it is known that only minimal t-supports are generated, i.e., the minimal child-supports. Assuming that the generated t-supports having variables with distance h 0 1 or less are all minimal, we will show that s, h a ving longest distance h, i s also a minimal t-support. Let s P = ( X 1 P = x 1 ; :::; X j P = x j ) be a subtuple of the t-support s having distance h such that all the participating variables have a common parent, P . Let T x i 2X i P M P X i P (x i ) = A P . Since s was generated by the algorithm, s P must be a minimal support label of a label-dependent subset of P . Therefore A P must be a subset of a label dependent subset of P and therefore each v alue of A P can replace s P in s, resulting in a t-support with lower distance. By performing this "reverse substitution" to all the variables in s having distance h we get a t-support whose utmost distance from Z is h 0 1 and which must have been generated by the algorithm. By the induction hypothesis this support is minimal and since each s P is a minimal child-support of the corresponding label-dependent subset, (otherwise it would not be applied) the (nonreversed) substitution must result in a minimal t-support having distance h or less.
We will now show that if s is a minimal t-support for Z = z it must be generated by the algorithm. Let fs P i g be all the subsets of s having distance h from Z indexed by their parents, P i . Let the corresponding ranges that each set of children determines on their parent be dened by: T x j 2X P i j M X j P i P i (x j ) = A P i . W e claim that for every parent, P i , each v alue in A P i can replace the subset s P i in s to yield a minimal t-support of depth not greater than 21 h 0 1, which w e call s h01 . Since, otherwise, if for some P i and for some value in A P i , the resulting s h01 is not a minimal t-support for Z = z, it can easily be shown that from the denition of a support set, s could not be a minimal support set either, thus resulting in a contradiction. It follows that any possible s h01 , generated by exchanging a value from A P i with S P i in s, is a minimal support set. Since s h01 has distance h 0 1 at the most, the induction hypothesis implies that it is generated by the algorithm. Also, since by denition A P i is a label dependent subset of P i , and since it is supported minimally by the label s P i , the algorithm will produce s in his substitution bottom up process. 2.
